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 Aerial photo of Kültepe. Within the scope of the course, we will try to understand the first city-states in Anatolia in the light of the archeological and philological documents found mostly in Kültepe.



Excavations in Kültepe and the history of research 

Kültepe during EBA

Written resources and material culture in the neighbouring regions in EBA 

Kültepe during EBA : Architecture 

Kültepe during EBA : Pottery

Kültepe and Anatolia in the light of written documents during EBA

Trade in Early Anatolia  

Kültepe during Assyrian Trade Colony Period (ATCP)

Anatolia during ATCP

ATCP material culture: urbanisation and architecture

Art of metallurgy during ATCP

Material culture during ATCP:  Representational art: gyliptic  
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The topics we will cover in this course will be:
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The map showing excavated cites dated to the Old Assyrian Colony Period in Anatolia.
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B.C. Anatolian map and trade routes in 1880. The red line is the trade route, the blue line is the copper trade route, and the black line is the smuggler's route. Green markings indicate copper deposits. While silver and gold were coming from Anatolia, tin and textiles were coming from Mesopotamia to Anatolia. These were the main items of trade.
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During the Assyrian Trade Colonies Age, trade first begins with the city of Assyria in Mesopotamia. This map shows some important cities in Mesopotamia in 2000 BC.
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The location of the city of Kayseri, where Kültepe is located, appears on the political map of Turkey.



Erciyes/Argeus/Harahara/Harki/Aşkaşipa
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The Greeks, on the other hand, call Erciyes Argaios, it is also mentioned in Strabo's geography; They called it silver mountain. There is an inscription written by 'Harhara', which is the 2,800-year-old name of Mount Erciyes. In cuneiform documents, it is accepted as a god and is referred to as Aşkaşipa. In the texts, Mount Erciyes is described as a god, with expressions such as in its presence.



Kültepe
1070 m

*
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Kültepe is at the eastern end of a small plain formed at the foot of the 3916 m high Erciyes Mountain, the highest mountain in Central Anatolia.
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Topographic location of Kültepe in detail.
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Kültepe, which was established and developed in such a geography, became the most important city of ancient Anatolia not only because of its strategic location, but also by taking advantage of this strategic location, and hosted the beginning of history in ancient Anatolia.
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At the 20th km of the Kayseri-Sivas highway, it is 2 km. is in the north. Its height is 22 m. It consists of a mound with a diameter of 500 meters and a lower city called “Karum” surrounding it.
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Kültepe and other settlements in Anatolia during the Assyrian trade colony age.
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Around 22 thousand written documents discovered in scientific excavations and other excavations are the first written documents of Anatolia. As a result of the archaeological excavations so far, we can say that the Anatolian people learned the writing for the first time in this period.
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Although no systematic school remains or documents could be found, the exersis texts of the clerk candidates were recovered.
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For these reasons, the Merchant Archives of the Kultepe Assyrian Trade Colonies Age were registered in the UNESCO Memory of the World Register in 2015. In the realization of this important record, the General Directorate of Cultural Heritage and Museums and the 26th Term Administrative Board of the UNESCO Turkish National Commission provided very important support. Primarily Prof. Öcal Oğuz contributed.
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In fact, a short time before this record, Kültepe Kaniş Karum ruins were also included in the UNESCO cultural heritage candidate list.
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Thus, like Boğazköy, Kültepe was included in the UNESCO records in two separate categories. The cuneiform tablets discovered in the Kültepe excavations, which made the name of our country and especially Kayseri known to the world, are the earliest dated written documents unearthed in our land. For this reason, Kültepe is at the point that started the history of Anatolia.



Kültepe–Kaniş’in keşfi:
Tabletlerin ilk kez literatüre girmesi: 1881
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So, how did the Kültepe and Kültepe tablets become known for the first time? The discovery process of the Kaniş began with the help of these written documents.137 years ago, in 1881, one of the British Museum experts, Th.G. Pinches published it, pointing to the presence in Paris Bibliothèque Nationale of a similar cuneiform tablet purchased from Istanbul and said to have come from Cappadocia. He named these tablets “Cappadocian” because the London sample was identified as being of Cappadocia origin. 



Sadece  enteresan birer obje olması sebebiyle….
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The features seen on these two tablets included different features in terms of grammar and writing compared to those found in Mesopotamia until that time. Therefore, the deciphering of the tablets presented some difficulties. While analysis studies started to be published on similar tablets that started to appear in European markets, it was noticed that all of them originated in Kayseri. Since it was not thought at the time that these artifacts could be purely Babylonian or Assyrian, they continued to be called Cappadocian. Many of these tablets were associated with a center called Kaniş /Kültepe.



In order to solve the problem of localization 
of this center, E. Chantre, with the 
observations he made during his Anatolian 
trip in 1893-94, concluded that they were 
excavated from the Karahöyük-Kültepe 
Mound on the Sivas road, northeast of 
Kayseri. Although his opinion was correct, he 
could not find any data to confirm this with 
the soundings he made in order to find 
similar ones on the hill. The short-term visits 
and drilling attempts of W. Belck in 1901 and 
H. Winckler and H. Grothe in 1906 also 
yielded negative results.
EXCAVATIONS E. Chantre (1893-1894 two 
seasons),
W. Belck (1901) visit,
H. Winckler (1906, 8 days),
H. Grothe (1906, a few days),
B. Hrozny (six months of 1925)
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	A section from Chanter's book on the Cappadocia Tablets problem and a photograph from the Kültepe excavation, 1893.



Bedrich Hrozny 1879-1952 
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	After the establishment of the Republic of Turkey, within the framework of the excavation permit given by our government, a Czechoslovak team led by B. Hrozny started excavations in Kültepe in 1925. Hrozny, who became famous for analyzing the Hittite language and determining that it had an Indo-European character, started excavations in the mound like the researchers before him.



A Czechoslovak team led by B. Hrozny started
excavations in Kültepe in 1925. Hrozny, who became
famous for analyzing the Hittite language and
determining that it had an Indo-European character,
started excavations in the mound like the researchers
before him. He did not find any tablets during the
excavations of the mound, which he carried out using
a great labor force. While he was in despair and
decided to close the excavation, he learned that the
tablets were not found on the hill, but in the fields at
its foot, upon the warning of his coachman. Upon this
sensation, he came across tablets in small groups in
jars or terracotta drawers in the field where he
started digging. In the malaria epidemic prevailing in
the region, he collected nearly a thousand written
documents together with the tablets he provided in
exchange for healing by giving quinine, leaving some
of them to the Istanbul museum and taking some of
them to Czechoslovakia to work. Hrozny did not
return to Kültepe again. It has become clear through
these excavations that Kaniş, mentioned in the tablets
he excavated, is the same place as Kültepe.
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During the excavations of the mound, which he carried out with a great labor force, he did not find any tablets.
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When Hrozny could not find the Assyrian tablet, he went deeper and pursued the Sumerian tablets. In the meantime, however, he has destroyed almost half of the 11,000-square-metre Warshama palace.



Hrozny
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While he was in despair and decided to close the excavation, he learned that the tablets were not found on the hill, but in the fields at its foot, upon the warning of his coachman. Upon this sensation, he came across tablets in small groups in jars or terracotta drawers in the field where he started digging.
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In time, the villagers from the deep pit in the middle of the Warshama palace pulled soil as organic soil and destroyed it.
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The deepening in this pit in the middle of the palace caused the destruction of 3000 BC layers as well.



1948 yılına kadar 
Kültepe’de herhangi bir 
kazı gerçekleştirilmemiştir. 
Bu süreçte organik içerikli 
höyük toprağı, gübre 
niyetine kullanılmak 
üzere, köylülerce 
höyükten ve bilinçsizce 
açılmış derin Hrozny kazı 
alanından çıkartılmış ve 
bu nedenle höyüğe büyük 
zarar verilmiştir. Bu arada 
ele geçen arkeolojik 
kalıntılar tahribe 
uğramıştır.  
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No excavations were carried out in Kültepe until 1948. In this process, the organic-containing soil of the mound was removed from the deep Hrozny excavation area, which was unconsciously opened by the villagers, to be used as fertilizer, and for this reason, great damage was done to the mound. Meanwhile, the archaeological remains unearthed were destroyed. Numerous cuneiform documents are scattered in various collections around the world through the antiques trade.
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Some of these destroyed structures in Kültepe.



Nimet and Tahsin Özgüç, one of the first students of the Faculty of
Languages, History and Geography, which was established with
the directives of Atatürk, within the framework of the modern
education mobilization of our Republic, and world-renowned
German scientists Von der Osten, B. Landsberger and, Güterbock,
who are among its founding professors. They were trained and
later took part in the teaching staff of the Faculty. Their initiation
into the Kültepe excavation project and the results they obtained
with their scientific formations had a great impact in the national
and especially in the international scientific world.
As Tahsin Özgüç stated in the introduction to the first excavation
report, Kültepe was largely destroyed by the unconscious
excavations carried out until that time. The magnitude of the
destruction reinforced the notion that it was impossible to draw
any conclusions from the excavations to be made here again.
Tahsin Özgüç had the characteristics of reading and evaluating the
land very well. This feature of his has led to the emergence of
amazing discoveries today. Although the necessary comparison
material for the evaluation of the data obtained in the first years
of the excavation is almost non-existent, the comments made by
Tahsin and Nimet Özgüç with the competencies they have gained
through the elite education they have received have been very
accurate and have remained valid until today.



Numerous cuneiform documents are scattered in various collections around the world
through the antiques trade. In 1948, a Turkish excavation committee headed by Tahsin
Özgüç, including his wife and colleague Nimet Özgüç, decided to start systematic
archaeological excavations here.
The aim of this great project, which was initiated with the support of the Turkish
Historical Society, was to illuminate the archaeological context, the time period in which
the written documents scattered in various collections were related, the period in which
they were produced and validated, and the characteristics of this city. By using these
economic documents belonging to Assyrian merchants and shedding light on Anatolian-
Mesopotamian relations, it was necessary to clarify whether the ancient Assyrian
cuneiform was also used by the locals.
Above all, the determination of the stratigraphy of the old city, before and after this
written process, was among the main objectives.
In this way, it was the aim of the Özgüç excavation team to determine its place in the
history of Anatolia and the Near East by revealing clearly and clearly how the cultures
that lived in the past followed each other, and the characteristics of the architectural
building levels and small objects belonging to these ancient ruins, the ruins of which are
felt to be spread over a wide area.



Prof.Dr. Kutlu Emre 
1932-2014
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Tahsin Özgüç's assistant Prof. Kutlu Emre also worked for many years until her death in the Kültepe excavations.



Kanesh karum

18 EBA 1

17 EBA 2

16 EBA 2

15 EBA 2

14 EBA 2

13 EBA 3

12 EBA 3

11a-b EBA 3

10 IV
9 III

8 II MBA

7 Ib MBA

6 Ia MBA
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some important resources about kültepe.



Prof.Dr. Tahsin Özgüç
1950 Kültepe Kazısı 1948/Ausgrabungen in Kültepe 1948. TTKY. V-l0. Ankara.

1953 (Nimet Özgüç ile birlikte) Türk Tarih Kurumu Tarafından Yapılan Kültepe Kazısı Raporu 1949/Ausgrabungen in 
Kültepe Bericht Über Die Im Auftrage der Türkischen Historischen Gesellschaft, 1948 Durchgeführten Ausgrabungen. 
TTKY. V-12. Ankara. 

1959  Kültepe-Kaniş. Asur Ticaret Kolonilerinin Merkezinde Yapılan Yeni Araştırmalar/New Researches at the Center of 
the Assyrian Trade Colonies, TTKY V-19. Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi. Ankara 

1978 Maşat Höyük Kazıları ve Çevresindeki Araştırmalar/Axcavations at Maşathöyük and Investigations in Its 
Vicinity. TTKY   V/38, Ankara.

1982 Maşat Höyük II . Boğazköy’ün Kuzeydoğusunda Bir Hitit Merkezi/ A Hittite Center Northeast of Boğazköy. 
TTKY. V-38a. Ankara

1986 Kültepe-Kaniş II Eski Yakındoğu’nun Ticaret Merkezinde Yeni Araştırmalar/New Researches at the Trading 
Center of the Ancient Near East. TTKY. V-41. Ankara

1999 Kültepe-Kaniš/Neša Sarayları ve Mabedleri/The Palaces and Temples of Kültepe-Kaniš/Neša. TTKY. V. 46. 
Ankara.

2003 Kültepe–Kaniš/Neša. The Earliest International Trade Center and The Oldest Capital City of the Hittites. 
Middle Eastern Culture Center in Japan. İstanbul.

2005 Kültepe-Kaniš/Neša. Yapı Kredi Yayınları. İstanbul. 













Mogens Trolle LARSEN 2014,  Kültepe Tabletleri VI-c , VI. Dizi - Sayı: 33d-c.

Sebahattin BAYRAM - Remzi KUZUOĞLU, 2014, Kültepe Tabletleri VII-a , VI. Dizi - Sayı: 33c-a.

Cahit GÜNBATTI, 2014, Harsamna Kralı Hurmeli'ye Gönderilen Mektup ve Kanis Kralları, The 
Letter Sent To Hurmeli King Of Harsamna and The Kings Of Kanis , V. Dizi - Sayı  3. 
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If we focus on Kültepe and trade again, in this trade between Anatolia and Mesopotamia, especially the chronology of Meopotamia should be well known. While the Old Assyrian Age was living in the Mesopotamian Assyrian city, trade was made with Anatolia and based on the cuneiform lists in which the governors called Limu were written, it is also learned in which king this trade started and ended. With this synchronism, the chronology of the Assyrian Trade Colonies in Anatolia is formed. Before this period, Anatolia enters the protohistoric ages, especially since it is mentioned in Akkadian documents. In addition, after this age, in the formation of the chronology with the Old Hittite Kingdom, important results are gradually being obtained and the time gap is gradually closing.
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